The double-mode or beat Cepheids continue to pose a number of interesting questions in our search for an understanding of the pulsation properties of stars near the short period end of the instability strip. One such is how simultaneous pulsations in the fundamental and first overtone radial modes can occur for an appreciable fraction of Cepheids in the period range l d < P " < 5 d .
The double-mode or beat Cepheids continue to pose a number of interesting questions in our search for an understanding of the pulsation properties of stars near the short period end of the instability strip. One such is how simultaneous pulsations in the fundamental and first overtone radial modes can occur for an appreciable fraction of Cepheids in the period range l d < P " < 5 d .
Two possible explanations have been proposed (Stellingwerf 1975b) . Perhaps the simpler of the two is that these stars might be "mode switching" as their evolution carries them across a boundary between regions of fundamental and first overtone instability. Stellingwerf has used the rate of evolution of Cepheid models calculated by Iben (1967) , and his own nonlinear switching rate calculations to predict an e-folding time of -80 yr for the growth of the first overtone at the expense of the fundamental in a blueward crossing of this boundary. A redward crossing (first overtone to fundamental) is expected to be even more rapid. The second explanation is that the beat Cepheids might occupy a region of the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram where continuing mixed-mode behaviour is possible. Stellingwerf (1975a) has found evidence for the existence of such a domain near the red edge of the instability strip in his study of Population II, RR Lyrae models, but there is a paucity of similar evidence for stellar models with properties matching those of the beat Cepheids themselves.
At first sight, the existence or otherwise of an appreciable change, say 20%, in the relative energies of the two modes over a timescale of -20yr might appear a criterion for distinguishing between these two hypotheses. There are many physical systems, however, in which coupling between the modes of oscillation leads to a continual transfer of energy back and forth from mode to mode over timescales determined by the mode periods, the degree of intermode coupling, etc. (e.g., Sommerfield 1952). Faulkner (1977a,c) has demonstrated a considerable amount of mode interaction in the beat Cepheids U TrA and TU Cas, so a change of relative pulsation energies might be expected even on the continuing multi-mode explanation for these stars. The detection of a change in the relative mode energies, while not distinguishing between the two proposed explanations, places important constraints upon them, and we report such a detection for U TrA in this paper.
U Trianguli Australis was extensively observed in the years 1953-59 (Oosterhoff 1957; Jansen 1962) , and these measures were recently Fourier analyzed by Faulkner (1977a) . He found that Fourier terms to at least fourth order were conspicuous in the analysis, and that the mode interaction terms were quite appreciable compared with those associated with the two periodicities themselves. In 1977 we obtained a new, extensive series of observations of U TrA, using the Visvanathan fast digital photoelectric photometer (Visvanathan 1972) on the 60-cm reflector at Siding Spring. Four hundred and eighty one UBVRI observations were made over a three month period (Fig. 1) . These measures will be described in full elsewhere; the 
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Contributions 272 current result has been derived from a Fourier analysis of the V observations alone (in the manner of Shobbrook, Lomb, and Herbison-Evans 1972, and Faulkner 1977a) . The visual luminosities, L, scaled by the time average luminosity, <L>, were fitted to double mode Fourier series at several orders, m: where/o and/, are the frequencies of the two oscillations, and A u and <j> u are the amplitudes and phases of the several Fourier terms. Table I reports the amplitude and phase results for the fourth-order fits to both the 1953-59 and the 1977 data. The standard deviations for these fits were 0.023 mag for the older data, and 0.007 mag for the newer. Clearly no additional periodicity of any significance is present in the case of U TrA (c.f. TU Cas, Faulkner 1977c). It will be seen from Table I that there is a general correspondence between the older and the newer results, but that there are many differences somewhat in excess of the errors (the errors quoted are standard deviations for the coefficients as derived in the least squares Fourier analysis). The differences are systematic with respect to fundamental and first overtone terms; if we regard £ (f v Ay) 2 as a measure of the pulsation energy associated with a group of Fourier terms, we may derive energies for both oscillations, E a and E,, and for the cross coupling, E". The results for the older and for the newer data are given in Table II ; all energies have been scaled so that the total energy for the 1953-59 data is unity.
It is quite apparent that (i) the total pulsation energy for the star has remained virtually unchanged over the past 20 yr (constant to within 0.6a); (ii) there has been a redistribution in favour of the first overtone at the expense of the fundamental; the difference in the E t /Eo ratios is significant at the la level; and (iii) the amount of cross-coupling has undergone hardly any change.
These results place certain constraints on the suggested causes of double-mode behaviour in Cepheids. If the mode switching explanation is correct, for example, the direction of evolution of U TrA is towards the blue, and the timescale of switching calculated by Stellingwerf (1975b) is of entirely the right order of magnitude.
There are, however, two lines of evidence which favour the second explanation. The first is that the proportion of Cepheids showing multimode behaviour ( -30% for those with 2d < P 0 < 4d, Stobie 1977) is far too large for the mode switching explanation to be correct. The total evolution across the instability strip takes -10 6 yrs, and a switching time of orders 100 yr would require only one Cepheid in 10 4 to be observed in the switching state. The observed rapidity of the change in U TrA thus virtually precludes its being due to mode switching. The second line of evidence concerns the observed temperatures of the beat Cepheids. Theory predicts that mode switching will occur on the blue side of the strip (7V,=6300 K), while the region of continuing double-mode behaviour is near the red edge {J."< 5850 K). in practice these Cepheids support neither theoretical explanation precisely, having temperatures distributed across the entire strip (Cogan 1978) . Nevertheless the existence of a domain of multi-mode behaviour rather than an edge seems to favour the second explanation.
If this is the case it seems probable that the change we have observed in U TrA is yet another indication of the degree of intermode coupling between the fundamental and first overtone oscillations in beat Cepheids (c.f. Faulkner 1977a, b, c) .
Finally, by analogy with some other physical systems (e.g., turbulence) in which mode interaction causes the transfer of energy progressively into higher and higher modes, we might expect the energy changes observed in beat Cepheids to be preferentially in one direction -as observed in U TrA. Two other stars thus assume some importance in seeking an understanding of this phenomenon -Tu Cas, in which some pulsation in the second overtone has already been detected (Faulkner 1977c) , and AX Vel, for which (alone among the beat Cepheids) the first overtone has a greater amplitude than the fundamental (Stobie and Hawarden 1972) . The former has a considerable number of observations made twenty years ago, and a reobservation of this star would be very interesting indeed.
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Atmospheric Shock Effects in Early B Stars P. A. Stamford and R. D. Watson Department of Physics, University of Tasmania
Both radial and non-radial motions have been suggested at various stages to ex>',ain the observational peculiarities of the 0 Cephei variables. The non-radial possibility has been investigated most recently by Smith (1977) and Stamford and Watson (1977) . We here examine the radial shock proposal by generating a series of isothermal radial shock models in suitable early B star atmospheres. Odgers (1955) has long advocated such a model in connection with the large amplitude variable BW Vul. The observations of Goldberg, Walker and Odgers (1976) clearly show a radial velocity 'stillstand' effect and line splitting in this star. We discuss our models in the context of these two phenomena.
Model atmospheres with (T" log g) values of (23000, 3.62), (22500, 4.0) and (25000, 4.0) were used as initial equilibrium configurations in our calculations. The first of these was derived using a model atmosphere program similar to that of Kurucz (1969) , its parameters having been chosen to apply directly to the star BW Vul. Having a 4.82 h period, BW Vul lies about midway along the classical 0 Cephei instability strip. The other two equilibrium atmospheres, which are given by Mihalas (1972) , were selected for testing the effects of changes in temperature, gravity and period on shock structure.
With each of these atmospheres a series of shock models was obtained using different velocity amplitudes of a piston which was assumed to act on a lower atmospheric boundary located at a Rosseland mean optical depth of 50. A sinusoidal piston variation was used as the light and colour changes of BW Vul suggest such simple underlying variations may be present. Thus, following the suggestion of Goldberg et al. (1976) , our models are intended to examine what effects will result // the variation immediately below the atmosphere is a sinusoidal radial one. Each shock model was calculated by subdividing the atmosphere into a suitable number of shells and following their motion as a function of time until transient effects became unimportant. The computations, which involved solution of mass and momentum equations, employed standard finite-difference techniques and assumed an invariant temperature structure in the atmosphere. The isothermal
